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Abstract—This article focuses on characterizing the im-
pact of communication on distributed control performance
in smart grid systems. Using a cyber-physical model of the
smart grid and utilizing electromechanical wave propaga-
tion in transmission systems, a holistic approach is pro-
posed to unify cyber-physical coupling representation. This
is facilitated by establishing an event-propagation paradigm
relating measurements, distributed control and the physical
power systems network characteristics. We investigate how
power system characteristics impose limitations on dis-
tributed control performance using the proposed approach.
The proposed approach is then used to derive fundamental
communication delay limits for effective distributed con-
trol, and comparative analysis of distributed control per-
formance is investigated for example distributed control
scenarios.

Index Terms—Communication network, coupling, cyber-
physical systems (CPSs), distributed control, distributed
energy resources, electromechanical (EM) waves, event
propagation, graphs, latency, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO ENHANCE the reliability of smart grid systems, we
continue to witness the advancement of distributed con-

trol paradigms that complement existing strategies for wide
area monitoring, protection, and control [1], [2]. These develop-
ments are highly invested on the availability and performance of
communication infrastructures [3]–[5]. Cyber-physical system
(CPS) models are used to assess the effectiveness of cyber-
enabled control by accounting for interactions between the
(physical) power system and (cyber) communication network.
Such CPS models exhibit tradeoffs in tractability and model-
ing granularity due to the distinct nature of cyber and physical
domains. To address these challenges, techniques often aim to
look at the CPS in an equivalent cyber domain or via multi-agent
models [6]–[9].
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CPS multi-agent models employ, in part, tools from graph
theory for the design and convergence analysis of distributed
control. For example, a multi-agent dynamical system with
existing interaction/coupling between the agents can be mod-
eled using a graph with agents as vertices and weighted links
representing inter-agent couplings [8], [9]. Within this con-
text, control convergence speed is shown to be directly related
to the algebraic connectivity (second smallest eigenvalue of
the Laplacian) of the graph model.1 However, communication
links exhibit delays and intermittent availability. This motivated
studies investigating the dependence of consensus on com-
munication links performance. The work in [10] shows that
consensus can be achieved provided the delay is bounded.
Further, delay robustness of consensus is proved in [7] for sin-
gle integrator multi-agent system with constant, time-varying
or distributed delay provided the underlying graph is strongly
connected. Above treatments abstract the cyber component as
a variable or bounded delay and study the impact from the per-
spective of the networked control system. These approaches
seek to analytically verify robustness of networked control
in the presence of unknown and uncertain cyber infrastruc-
ture performance. However, they are observed to have rather
complex formulations or unexplained empirical limitations
[11]–[13].

In another research direction, a general hybrid systems ap-
proach is developed to model the dynamics of CPS. Hybrid
automata provides a single mathematical formalism that cap-
tures both the transition between discrete states in the cyber
system, and the evolution of continuous states over time in the
physical system [14], [15]. Recent works have applied the hy-
brid automata approach to study discrete control states/actions
in transmission systems and microgrids. While this approach
helps verify control design against a set of discrete states, it
is rather complex when considered in the distributed formula-
tion. Another treatment that is based on CPS hybrid systems is
used to develop a unifying methodology to integrate continuous
dynamics with discrete-event approaches [16], [17]. A toolkit
(Ptolemy II) is developed to enable a more scalable treatment,
which is applied to study cyber computational requirements for
distributed energy systems in [18].

Studying cyber-physical interactions in the context of
power systems unveils two types of inter-agent couplings: a

1A higher algebraic connectivity is correlated to a better connected graph and
hence greater coupling between the agents resulting in faster convergence [9].
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physical-coupling inherent from the physical connectivity of
power system components via transmission lines (TLs), and a
cyber-coupling that is introduced through communicated mea-
surements and informed actuation. Interactions between the cy-
ber and physical domains of the smart grid promise improved
system operation via cyber-enabled control. However, previ-
ous studies observed that these benefits have limitations that
can be related to the performance or architecture of the cyber
domain [19].

This work focuses on combining cyber and physical inter-
actions between distributed control agents in power transmis-
sion systems using a unifying cyber-physical coupling repre-
sentation. The proposed unifying representation focuses on a
common propagation model-based analogy in both cyber and
physical domains. To facilitate this, we based on the work
in [20]–[22], where power system events are shown to be
modeled through an electromechanical (EM) wave propaga-
tion model. The proposed cyber-physical coupling representa-
tion “combines” communication links and physical power sys-
tem TLs in one graph. Within this representation, a commu-
nication link is mapped into an equivalent impedance. This
work is not a mathematical analysis tool, but rather an in-
tuitive tractable approach to gain insights on limitations im-
posed on the CPS by the existing power system physical
infrastructure.

Contributions of this work can be summarized as: 1)
develop an event-propagation paradigm to relate power systems
physical-coupling and dynamics with communication links per-
formance; 2) derive cyber-physical coupling representation of
communication links, and their dynamic changing performance,
based on a physical favoring interpretation; and 3) quantify
limitations and impacts imposed by existing physical-coupling
on the performance of cyber-enabled distributed control. The
cyber-physical coupling graph is used to design an adaptive
distributed control for the New England 39-bus systems; and
to compare the performance of different distributed control
scenarios.

II. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

Within the multi-agent CPS model of the smart grid,
physical-couplings stem from the presence of TL connecting
agents while cyber-couplings are the result of networked control
that harnesses sensors, communications, and information-based
decision-making. A control-based perspective is considered in
this setup as control exists at the cyber-physical boundary and
is effected by each domain. The objective is to relate physical
system interactions resulting from cyber-enabled control
decisions to develop a unifying representation of cyber and
physical couplings. The approach combines the two couplings
in a single cyber-physical graph with a defined edge weight
that favors a physical system interpretation (impedance).
Measurement delays are dynamically mapped as an equivalent
impedance enabling a quantitative comparison between cyber
and physical couplings.

B. Event-Propagation Paradigm

An event-propagation paradigm is proposed based on the
realization that both data transmission over communication links
and power flow over TLs follow a natural signal propagation
model. Interestingly, it has been observed that the dynamics
of synchronous generators connected with TLs, in response to
disturbances, produce traveling wave-like phenomena termed
EM waves [20]–[22]. Here, an EM wave originates from each
agent traveling across the TL at a speed that is much lower than
the speed of light [21], [23], [24].

C. EM Waves

EM wave model considers the classical swing equations that
capture synchronous generators dynamics. The swing model is
a second-order ordinary differential equation as in (1)[20], [23]

2H

ωs

d2δ

dt2
+ ωD

dδ

dt
= PA = PM − PE (1)

where δ is the generator rotor angle, ω denotes the generator
rotor angular speed, D is the generator damping coefficient,
and H is the machine’s inertia constant. Let Ωs denote the
system nominal angular frequency (typically equal to 60 · 2π or
50 · 2π depending the geographical location). The mechanical
and electrical powers of the generator are denoted PM and
PE , respectively, while the accelerating power is denoted as
PA = PM − PE .

The EM model developed in [20] and [25] takes a limit of the
swing equation model, presenting the power system as a two-
dimensional (2-D) uniformly distributed small generators and
TLs. Within this context; inertia constant, mechanical damping
and line impedance become distributed parameters over the 2-D
coordinates (x, y) as

H → Δh(x, y) D → Δd(x, y)

Z → Δz(x, y) PM → ΔpM (x, y). (2)

Reconsidering (1) with the electric power term expanded as is
found in [20], and considering (2) as the limit Δ → 0, then the
model can be written as a nonlinear hyperbolic wave equation
in δ as

∂2δ

∂t2
+ ν

∂δ

dt
− v2∇2δ + u2(∇δ)2 = P (3)

where

ν =
ω2d

2h

v2 =
ωV 2 sin θ

2h|z|

u2 =
ωV 2 cos θ

2h|z|

P =
ω(pM − GV 2)

2h
(4)

where θ is the phase associated with the TL impedance and is
close to θ = π/2 for high voltage TLs, V is the source voltage
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Fig. 1. Two-agent system.

Fig. 2. TL fault initiates EM waves from each agent.

in per unit (taken to be of constant magnitude and variable
phase), h is the generator inertia constant per mile and z is the
line impedance in per unit per mile, and ∇2 is the Laplacian
operator.2

D. Cyber-Physical Coupling: Two-Agent Model

Consider a two-agent system setup as shown in Fig. 1, where
an agent represents a synchronous generator with integrated
distributed control and associated sensors. Let γ be a coupling
metric, and let the physical-coupling between Agents (a1, a2) be
characterized by the impedance (electrical distance) of the TL
connecting the two agents; i.e., γphy = z12. A communication
link is also present connecting Agents (a1, a2) to communicate
measurements and enable distributed control; let this cyber-
coupling be characterized by the delay of the communication
link γcomm = t12.

When a fault occurs somewhere along the TL, it generates
a traveling wave that is sensed almost simultaneously at both
agents.3 Recall that interactions of synchronous machine dy-
namics in response to the fault are modeled as EM waves initi-
ated (by the traveling waves) at both agents. Here, Agent a1’s
EM wave will take time to physically propagate to Agent a2

(and vice versa), as illustrated in Fig. 2. Impact of the fault will

2The system of measurement used through the paper is based on the metric
system when calculating speeds, delays, and equivalent impedances. However,
power system characteristics (e.g., h, z) with respect to the original EM wave
propagation model are described based on imperial units to maintain the ref-
erence to the original model. Appropriate conversions are applied implicitly
where required.

3Traveling waves are electromagnetic waves that are initiated by a fault in
TLs and travel at nearly the speed of light [26], [27].

result in each synchronous machine reacting to the fault accord-
ing to its inertia, if reactions are not addressed by control, then
the system could go unstable, two strategies for control prevail:
local control and distributed depending on availability of remote
measurements. In the absence of communication between the
two agents, Agent a2 can compute its control decision c2 based
on its local measurement m2; i.e., c2 = f(m2) to address the
disruption. However, if a sensor measurement m1 at Agent a1

can be communicated to Agent a2 in a timely manner (i.e., at
a delay t12 that is less than that of the EM wave originating
from a1,), new opportunities can be realized to mitigate disrup-
tion through informed control: c2 = f(m1(t12),m2). Hence, the
effectiveness of control for mitigation can be significantly en-
hanced with the presence of a fast communication link between
physically coupled agents.4

The described event-propagation paradigm establishes a con-
text within which communication link performance (cyber-
coupling; delay) is related to EM wave propagation speed
(physical-coupling, TL impedance, and the inertia of syn-
chronous machines). With this understanding, one can proceed
to consider a compatible graph-based metric to describe inter-
agent cyber and physical couplings that allows their consoli-
dation into an overall measure of cyber-physical coupling. The
objective is to derive a metric that would help determine how
cyber connectivity and performance can improve the operation
of a physically coupled power system via distributed control.

This discussion highlights two possible domains where cyber
and physical couplings may be combined and compared using a
compatible metric. A time-delay domain, and a cyber-physical
impedance domain. Advantages of adopting a cyber-physical
impedance domain include that the impedance representation:
1) is more lucid from a power system perspective; and 2) pre-
serves the physical base of the system that facilitates an energy
flow perspective.

Here, the two-agent model is used to illustrate and facilitate
the discussion of the main concepts comprising the proposed
approach: the event propagation-paradigm, the cyber-physical
coupling representation, and later the directional equivalent
impedance. This two-agent model enables a more clear and fo-
cused discussion of these concepts, as it isolates the two-agent
system from other inter-agent interactions in the complete power
system, while preserving the main characteristics of the system
that are essential to the study. Next, this model is extended into
a multi-agent model in the problem formulation.

E. Problem Formulation

Reconsider the multi-agent system comprised of N agents
that describes an N -generator and M -bus power system. Each
agent is comprised of a synchronous generator, a sensor that
measures the corresponding generator’s variables, and a con-
troller that utilizes local and/or remote sensor measurements to
make decisions. Consider the following definitions.

4This notion is partly observed in standards such as the digital substation
IEC61850 GOOSE messaging protocol, where message delay constraints for
performance class P2/3 must be within 4 ms [28].
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Definition 1 (Physical Graph): Let the power system be
described by the weighted connected undirected graph
Gphy(V,E,W, fphy), where the node set V denotes system
buses, the edge set E ⊂ V × V denotes TLs, and W ⊂ R+

presents the edge weights set in impedance units (ohms). Fur-
ther, fphy : E → W , such that for edge eij ∈ E, the corre-
sponding weight defined as wij represents the physical-coupling
(impedance) between associated nodes/buses.

Definition 2 (Cyber Graph); Let the communication net-
work connecting power system agents be described by the
weighted undirected graph Gcomm(V̌ , Ě, W̌ , fcomm), where
the node set V̌ ⊂ V denotes power system buses with cyber-
enabled control, the edge set Ě ⊂ V̌ × V̌ denotes communica-
tion links, and W̌ ⊂ R+ presents the edge weights set in de-
lay units (seconds). Here, fcomm : Ě → W̌ , such that for edge
ěij ∈ Ě the corresponding weight defined as w̌ij represents the
cyber-coupling (delay) of corresponding communication link.

The problem of developing a cyber-physical coupling repre-
sentation can be formulated as follows.

Given the physical graph Gphy(V,E,W, fphy) (Definition 1)
and communication graph Gcomm(V̌ , Ě, W̌ , fcomm) (Defini-
tion 2), then the objective is to define the cyber-physical cou-
pling graph Gcp(V̄ , Ē, W̄ , fcp) through the mapping operator
P : W̌ → W̄ . In this graph, the node set V̄ = V denotes the
cyber-physical graph nodes given by the physical graph buses,
the edge set Ē = (E ∪ Ě) is comprised of the union of both
the physical TLs and communication links, and fcp : Ē → W̄
assigns each link ēij ∈ Ē to its corresponding weight w̄ij in an
appropriate weight set.

Note that for the EM wave propagation and the event-
propagation paradigm to hold, cyber-physical Agents i and j
must necessarily be connected physically, that is eij ∈ E.5 Con-
sequently, each edge ēij of the proposed Gcp would describe
one of three cases related to the type of connections between
Agents (i, j): 1) TL only, 2) TL and a communication link, and
(3) no connection (cyber or physical). Thus, the link-weight w̄ij

can be assigned as follows:

w̄ij =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

wij eij ∈ E, ěij /∈ Ě, (physical link only)

wij ⊕ P(w̌ij ) eij ∈ E, ěij ∈ Ě, (cyber and
physical links)

0 else

.

(5)

In this context, the mapping operator P maps a communica-
tion link edge weight to an equivalent impedance that will be
further developed and discussed in Section III-C. The associa-
tion operator ⊕ defines how to combine the physical impedance
and the cyber equivalent impedance, and is further elaborated
in Section III-D. Note that the assignment of (5) is well-defined
and meaningful because both P(·) and wij are measured in the
same physical units.

5Two agents are physically connected if there is a path for power flow between
them.

III. CYBER-PHYSICAL COUPLING

In this section, the event-propagation paradigm is extended
to arrive at the mapping operator P.

A. Cyber-Coupling Equivalent Impedance

For a communication link, signal propagation speed v is re-
lated to communication delay t and link distance d as follows:

v = d/t. (6)

Recall how EM waves represent the dynamic response of syn-
chronous generators and TLs to traveling waves emanating from
a fault in Section II-C [20], [25]. The EM model in (3) describes
the propagation speed vEM as a function of the rotational inertia
of the generator and TL impedance as

vEM =

√
ωV 2 sin θ

2h|z| . (7)

It should be noted that several research efforts have reported very
similar relationships between h, z and estimates of vEM [29].
Further, multiple system setups and simulations in [20]–[22]
have confirmed an EM wave propagation speed that is very sim-
ilar to (7), where the speed is inversely proportional to generator
inertia and TL impedance.

Hence, agents in the physically coupled power system are
able to sense variations in system dynamics in response to phys-
ical events through the EM wave propagation model. From the
distributed control perspective, receiving remote measurements
from the same physically coupled agents that convey the varia-
tions in system dynamics at each of the agents can be viewed as
another “virtual” EM wave. This “virtual” EM wave arrived the
distributed control after experiencing some communication de-
lay related to the performance of the communication link at that
time. Hence, the “virtual” EM wave had a propagation speed
equal to that of the communication link.

Hence, equating (6) to (7), a measurement delay over a com-
munication link t can be related to a cyber-coupling equivalent
impedance ẑ as

ẑ(t) =
t2ωV 2 sin θ

2d2h
, ẑ ∈ R≥0. (8)

The proposed model abstracts all communication technologies
into a measurement-based characterization of any communi-
cation link based on its inferred delay and distance. It should
also be noted that this delay is a varying quantity that changes
based on the state of the communication link. This model as-
sumes the existence of a telemetry infrastructure with mech-
anisms/technologies to enable accurate time-stamping of sys-
tem measurements. With this infrastructure, the distributed con-
troller will be continually receiving remote agents measure-
ments, and calculating associated communication delays based
on the measurements’ time-stamps. The reader should note that
unlike a physical impedance, ẑ(t) is a positive real measure
reflecting the degree of cyber-coupling.

1) Example: To obtain an insight into how measurement
delays over a specific communication link would translate to
an equivalent impedance, we consider the example provided
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in [20] of the two-agent system of Fig. 1. Here, θ = π/2 and
V = 1.0 pu. The base impedance Zbase = 5002/100 = 2500
Ω for a base power of Sbase = 100 MVA and base voltage of
500 kV. Taking the inertia constant to be h = 6 s per mile, and
the line impedance z = 0.8/2500 = 3.2 × 10−4 pu per mile,
the EM propagation speed is evaluated to be = 500 × 103 m/s.6

This is much lower than the speed of light (3 × 108 m/s).
Let the TL length be d = 125 km, which would result in an

EM propagation delay of t = 125/500 = 250 ms. Consider a
fiber optic communication channel conveying information over
the same geographical distance d. For a perfect channel with
no other delays, other than propagation delay, then system mea-
surements on this communication link will exhibit a delay of t =
0.41667 ms. Applying (8), it is found that the cyber-coupling
equivalent impedance ẑ(t = 0.41667) = 3.4907 × 10−6 pu per
mile. A comparison between the TL impedance and the cyber-
coupling equivalent impedance shows the dominance of the
cyber for the aforementioned measurement delay values.

B. Directional Equivalent Impedance

Based on (7), we recognize the possible existence of two EM
waves on each physical link that are traversing the TL at different
speeds in opposing directions. This was observed by another
study in [24] where it was noted that EM waves propagate
at different speeds in different directions of the TL. Again,
(7) captures this observation as EM wave source generators
typically have different inertia (while other characteristics are
similar), thus the resulting EM wave from either generator will
have a different propagation speed.

Hence, the two-agent system will exhibit two (possibly dis-
tinct) directional equivalent impedances ẑ12 and ẑ21 such that ẑij

is the equivalent directional impedance from Agent i to Agent
j. Let h1 > h2 denote the inertia constant of the generators at a1

and a2, respectively. One can infer from (7) that vEM1 < vEM2.
Next, the following observations are considered to arrive at a

non-directional cyber equivalent impedance.
1) Within the perspective of the distributed control, the goal

of informed decision making is to act pre-emptively in
comparison with the propagation of events in the physical
system. This is enabled via received local and remote
measurements (recall the two-agent model).

2) However, the communication delay is a non-directional
quantity and is unified for that communication link.

3) Hence, this offers a guideline for the correlation between
the communication delay and the EM wave delay, where
the distributed control would want to be informed of
events ahead of any of the two EM waves (i.e., faster
than the fastest EM wave).

4) Using (8) for the two EM waves, and then using the obser-
vation that the EM emanating from the source generator
with the lower inertia would be faster, we embed that
understanding to extend (8) to the model in (9).

5) Beyond the maximum delay value that will be calculated
based on the derived model in (9), the CPS is shown

6These values are based on typical power transmission systems parameters.

to be operating as if the measurements are not informa-
tive. A more elaborate discussion on this is included in
Section III-D2.

In summary, measurements should be communicated faster
than the EM wave with the highest speed (related to the lowest
inertia). This enables considering a non-directional equivalent
impedance z̃12 (in pu per mile) or admittance ỹ12

z̃12(t12) =
1

ỹ12
=

t2
12ωV 2 sin θ

2d2 min (h1, h2)
. (9)

Hence, the admittance (in pu)

Ỹ12(t12) =
1

z̃12d
=

2d min (h1, h2)
t2

12ωV 2 sin θ
. (10)

C. Mapping Operator P

The mapping operator P referenced in (5) is specifically de-
fined by (10) for corresponding cyber links in the system. Math-
ematically, for the cyber link between Agents (a1, a2) where
w̌12 = t12, and h1, h2 > 0

P(w̌12 = t12) = Ỹ12(t12) =
1

z̃12(t12)d
=

2d min (h1, h2)
t2

12ωV 2 sin θ
(11)

Ȳ12(t12) = Y12 ⊕ Ỹ12(t12). (12)

D. Communication Delay

From (9) and (10), it is clear that computing the cyber equiv-
alent impedance (admittance) requires knowledge of the mea-
surement delay over the communication link. Assuming net-
work time synchronization mechanisms are in place, then dy-
namically obtaining delay information from measurements will
be based on calculating the difference between the time the asso-
ciated measurement was time-tagged and the time its packet was
received and ready for computation. Note that EM wave speeds
for a certain power system are constant and characteristic of the
specific system, while the equivalent admittance is a function
of the communication link performance, which is dynamically
changing.

1) Timely Measurements: Recall that for a communication
link to be effective for distributed control as depicted in Fig. 1,
it must transmit measurement data more rapidly than the phys-
ical link’s faster EM wave propagation speed (given by (7) for
h = min(h1, h2)). This guarantees that the measurement inputs
for control are timely. Similarly, for a general multi-machine
power system, it can be deduced that there will be a maxi-
mum communication latency/delay bounded by the respective
EM wave propagation speeds. Hence, the maximum delay tmax

ij

for a given communication link between Agents ai, aj can be
obtained when v = vEM on that link, and is expressed as

tmax
ij =

dij

vEM
=

dij
√

ωV 2 sin θ
2 min (hi ,hj )|z |

(13)

where dij and vEM represent the geographic distance and fastest
EM wave speed on the corresponding TL, respectively. Thus,
communication links experiencing measurement delays greater
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Fig. 3. Flow-chart of the cyber-physical coupling representation model
for smart grids.

than tmax
ij would not meet the necessary timing guarantees for

control. This concept can be utilized to arrive at fundamental
limits of communication delays for distributed control in trans-
mission systems.

2) Delay Range and Equivalent Admittance: Given the con-
trol logic at Agent ai , and maximum delay tmax

ij , lets discuss

how communication delay tij affects P(tij ) = Ỹij and Ȳij .
1) tij → 0: Zero delay could be described as ṽij 	 vEM;

thus, resulting in z̃ij → 0 (Ȳij = Ỹij → ∞), which
clearly dominates the physical-coupling and results in
an infinitely coupled two-agent CPS.

2) tij ∈ (0, tmax
ij ): Within this range, the overall cyber-

physical coupling between the two agents is dominated
by the cyber coupling; i.e., Ȳij = Ỹij . The cyber equiv-
alent admittance Ỹij can be evaluated according to (10),
which will be larger than Yij .

3) tij ∈ [tmax
ij ,∞): Within this range, delays will result in

measurements that are not informative to the distributed
control. Hence, the coupling of the CPSs reduces to
the original physical-coupling; i.e., Ȳij = Yij . This de-
lay range is usually the opportunity where switching to
local control would be most useful.

One can observe that the cyber-physical coupling simplifies to
dependence on either cyber or physical coupling based on which
is stronger in the cyber-physical domain. Hence, the association
operator ⊕ relating cyber-physical “virtual” coupling to cyber
and physical couplings over the range of communication delays
tij ∈ (0,∞) can be expanded as

Ȳij (tij )=Yij ⊕ Ỹij (tij )=

{
Ỹij (tij ) , tij ∈ (0, tmax

ij )

Yij , tij ∈ [tmax
ij ,∞)

.

(14)

Note however that the physical-couplings of a certain power
system are characteristic constants of the system (provided
there are no topological changes. Meanwhile, the cyber equiv-
alent admittance is a dynamic quantity that can be updated
as the controller obtains communicated measurements. Hence,
the cyber equivalent admittance reflects different conditions
that may impact the communication channel in a simpli-
fied approach, such as congestion, outages or denial of ser-
vice cyber attacks. The proposed approach is illustrated in
Fig. 3.

IV. CASE STUDIES

We consider two case studies to illustrate how the proposed
approach can be used for useful insights. Case study 1 involves
the design of adaptive distributed control based on the identifica-
tion of maximum communication delay bounds. Cyber-physical
coupling in case study 2 facilitates an understanding and predic-
tion of the performance of different distributed control scenarios.

The simulation environment used for the below case studies
is developed using Mathworks MATLAB R2016a and Simulink
on a Windows 10 64-bit machine with a 2.53-GHz Intel Core i5
CPU and 8-GB RAM.

A. Case Study 1: Adaptive Cyber-Enabled Control

Let us consider the case of cyber-enabled distributed control
actuating an energy storage systems (ESS) to address transient
stability issues in power transmission systems. The multi-agent
cyber-physical model is used to capture the dynamics of the
systems, where each cyber-physical agent is composed of: 1)
a synchronous generator, 2) a sensor that measures local gen-
erators’ rotor speed and angle, 3) a distributed controller that
receives sensor data from system agents, and 4) a fast-acting
ESS7 that can inject or absorb real power depending on the
control signal value. A communication network connects the
different cyber-physical agents. The controller affects the dy-
namics of the power system by actuating the local ESS. The
agents are coupled physically by TLs and in cyber form by the
communication network. In this model, the physical dynamics
of each cyber-physical agent depend on its own state as well as
the states of other agents in the system.

1) Cyber-Enabled Control for Transient Stability: Power sys-
tem stability is defined as the ability of the system to regain
a state of equilibrium after being subjected to a physical dis-
turbance [31]. Transient stability describes the ability of the
power system to remain in synchronism when subjected to large
disturbances [32]. Through application of control techniques,
transient stability can be achieved following a physical distur-
bance by maintaining both speed synchronization and phase
angle cohesiveness [31].

For the ith generator, where i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the generator
parameters and states are listed in Table I. We adopt the two-
axis sub-transient machine model, which is widely used to cap-
ture the dynamics of synchronous generators during transients.
The electrical dynamics of Generator i’s stator are modeled as
[33]–[35]

Ė ′
qi =

1
T ′

di

(−E ′
qi − (Xdi − X ′

di)Idi + Ef i

)
(15)

Ė ′
di =

1
T ′

qi

(−E ′
di + (Xqi − X ′

qi)Iqi

)
(16)

E ′
qi = Vqi + RaiIqi + X ′

diIdi (17)

E ′
di = Vdi + RaiIdi − X ′

qiIqi (18)

7Example fast-acting ESSs include flywheels [30]).
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TABLE I
MACHINE PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

TABLE II
FAULT DETAILS

where Ė ′
qi and Ė ′

di denote the time derivative of E ′
qi and E ′

di ,
respectively.

The rotor dynamics of the synchronous generator can be ex-
pressed by [33]

δ̇i = Ωs(ωi − ωs) (19)

ω̇i =
ωs

2Hi
(TM i − TEi − Di(ωi − ωs)) (20)

where δ̇i and ω̇i are the time derivatives of δi and ωi , respec-
tively. Further, the field voltage of a generator is controlled by
the excitation control system, while the mechanical torque is
controlled by the governor. The EM torque is calculated as [33]

TEi = E ′
diIdi + E ′

qiIqi + (X ′
qi − X ′

di)IdiIqi . (21)

recall that PM i and PEi are the mechanical and electrical pow-
ers of Generator i, respectively, and note that PEi = TEi and
PM i = TM i when using per unit representation. Then, the dy-
namics of the rotor speed in relation to the mechanical and
electrical powers (in per unit) are modeled as

ω̇i =
ωs

2Hi
(PM i − PEi − Di(ωi − ωs)) . (22)

Typically, the accelerating power of Generator i PAi = 0 dur-
ing normal operation, but when a major disturbance occurs in
the power system, the accelerating power of some generators
deviates from 0. A large deviation in rotor speed may damage
the synchronous machine if not tripped by out-of-step protec-
tion [32]. Consequently, a generator might be disconnected from
the power grid. A generator is said to be stabilized if its rotor
speed is driven back to the synchronous speed and when the rotor
phase angle differences of the different synchronous generators
are below a predefined threshold. Hence, the primary goal of

control addressing transient stability is to intervene quickly to
prevent out-of-step tripping of generators until other control
mechanisms such as governors are functioning and can drive
the system to stability. Traditional control schemes such as ex-
citation and governor control systems typically exhibit slow
reaction to rapid changes in the power system dynamics. Fast
reacting ESS and the availability of communication provided
a good setup to develop advanced control paradigms to help
improve the transient stability of the power system.

Cyber-enabled distributed control schemes rely on the exis-
tence of a communication network to communicate system state
information. Sensor readings are periodically communicated
to distributed controllers. The ESS-based distributed control is
able to shape the dynamics of the power system by absorbing
or injecting defined amounts of real power at specific generator
buses.8 Incorporating the ESS actuation, described via ui , at the
bus of Generator i modifies the swing equations in (19) and (20)
at time t to

δ̇i(t) = Ωs(ωi(t) − ωs)

ω̇i(t) =
ωs

2Hi
(PAi(t) − Di(ωi(t) − ωs) + ui(t)) . (23)

2) Parametric Feedback Linearization (PFL) Control: ESS-
based control (ui) actuates the associated ESS to achieve tran-
sient stability; a positive (negative) ui value in (23) indicates
that the ESS injects (absorbs) real power from the bus of Gener-
ator i. Let the capacity of the ESS of Agent i at time t be denoted
Ci(t). Given ûi as the computed control signal (from any of the
proposed controllers), then ûi is applied to the following model
to account for the capacity limits of the local storage system and
calculate ui as

ui(t) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Ci(t) ûi(t) > Ci(t)
ûi(t) −Ci(t) ≤ ûi(t) ≤ Ci(t)
−Ci(t) ûi(t) < −Ci(t).

(24)

In the presence of measurement uncertainties (due to inter-
ference, noise, sensor equipment bias/saturation or false data
injection), the PFL controller can be shown to stabilize pro-
vided the introduced error is bounded.

3) Centralized Control Architecture: For a centralized PFL
control, the controller requires system measurements from all
generators in the system to calculate its signal. A centralized
PFL control is modeled as [36], [37]

ûi(t) = −PAi(t) − αi(ωi(t) − ωs) (25)

where αi ≥ 0 is called the frequency stability parameter. The
centralized control aims to cancel the nonlinear terms in the
swing equation. Hence, the PFL control signal reshapes the
dynamics of the closed-loop power system as a series of stable
decoupled linear systems with tunable eigenvalues. Once ûi

is calculated, the centralized ESS-based controller actuates the
associated ESS according to (24).

8Transient stability control first addresses rotor speed deviations. Once rotor
speed is stabilized, then rotor angle differences between system generators
become constant.
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TABLE III
NEW ENGLAND POWER SYSTEM MAXIMUM COMMUNICATION DELAY VIA EM WAVE PROPAGATION (S)

4) Decentralized Control Architecture: A decentralized
ESS-based control is typically used when there is no cyber
connectivity between agents, hence a controller relies on local
measurements to compute the control signal. ûi [38]

ûi = − (αiωi) . (26)

Since decentralized PFL control utilizes local measurements
only, the accelerating power term (PAi) cannot be estimated
and consequently cannot be canceled, resulting in a partially
linearized control system. This may result in longer time dura-
tion to stabilize associated generators.

5) Cyber-Physical Coupling and Timely Measurements: As
discussed earlier, as remote measurements are delayed more
and more, they become less informative for cyber-enable con-
trol. The proposed event-propagation paradigm and the cyber-
physical coupling helped identify measurement delay values
(tmax

ij ), beyond which the control would require other mecha-
nisms to stabilize the power system. It is important here to note
that the above maximum delay tmax

ij is a function of physical
power system quantities h, z that are characteristic of the power
system in study. Hence, the bounds imposed on the performance
of communication (acceptable delay) are related to fixed prop-
erties of the power system.

In summary, for a certain power system, the maximum mea-
surement delays between each two agents can be evaluated using
the proposed approach. A centralized PFL control would rely
on remote measurements to address transient stability following
disturbances. An outage in the communication link that might
be caused by a cyber attack or change in operational conditions
will result in delayed or absent measurements. To address this,
the design of the distributed control can be adjusted to reflect
this understanding. Using the calculated tmax

ij values, an adap-
tive PFL control can be defined.

6) Adaptive Centralized-Decentralized Control: While a
centralized control is efficient, it remains highly vulnerable to
substantial delays or absence of sensor measurements. Hence,
a simple adaptive control combining centralized and decentral-
ized PFL controller designs is proposed as a mediator solution
when communication latency or cyber attacks impact the avail-
ability of measurements. Let t ≥ 0 be the latency between the
sensors and the controller, and let tmax∗ denote the worst case
maximum latency for the whole power system (lowest value),
below which the centralized PFL control can effectively sta-
bilize the system. The proposed centralized-decentralized PFL

Fig. 4. New England 39-bus 10-generator power system.

control can then be described as [39]

ûi =

{
− (Pa,i + αiωi) if t < tmax∗ (centralized)

− (αiωi) if t ≥ tmax∗ (decentralized).
(27)

It is important to observe that the centralized-decentralized
PFL control waits until tmax∗ before activating the decentralized
PFL control, and this results in a considerable deviation in the
system state following the disturbance. To address this issue,
the PFL stability parameter αi can be adjusted (increased) for
a more aggressive control action to stabilize the power system.
Or the adaptive control design can choose to implement a delay
safety margin Ts , where the centralized control activates the
decentralized control at a measurement delay = tmax∗ − Ts to
avoid extreme deviations in system state.

7) Numerical Results: Consider the New England power
system as shown in Fig. 4. Using the proposed event-propagation
paradigm and the cyber-physical coupling representation as in
Section III-D1 and (13), maximum communication delays for
the New England power system can be analytically calculated
and enumerated in Table III. For the corresponding calculations
let z = 0.008 pu per mile, V = 1.0 pu, base voltage = 100 kV
and θ = π/2.

For the New England system, the lowest maximum com-
munication delay is found via the proposed approach to be
tmax∗ = 206 ms. Considering a centralized PFL controller
where measurements from all agents are required for the control
decision, the analytically calculated limit suggests that the com-
munication delay must be less than 206 ms for the PFL control
to be able to stabilize the system.
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Fig. 5. Performance of the centralized, and adaptive PFL control ver-
sus measurement latency. (a) Centralized, fault Case 4. (b) Adaptive
centralized-decentralized, fault Case 1.

To verify this, we simulate the performance of the central-
ized PFL versus measurements latency for the New England
power system. As is illustrated in Fig. 5(a), the control is not
able to stabilize the power system beyond tmax∗ = 206. Hence,
the characteristics of the New England power system with the
proposed approach enabled the identification of a maximum
communication link delay for the specific power system. Pro-
vided the maximum communication link is known, an adaptive
centralized-decentralized PFL control can be utilized to ensure
that the system is stabilized even if communication delays ex-
tend beyond this value. The adaptive centralized-decentralized
PFL control is described in (27), and switches to decentralized
local control when measurements delays≥ tmax∗. The improved
transient stability of the system versus measurements delays is
illustrated in Fig. 5(b).

It is useful here to note that given the current communication
technologies, delays remain a challenge for power system’s wide
area measurements and control. The proposed approach iden-
tifies that the characteristics of a certain power system impose
hard limits on the performance of communication links.

B. Case Study 2: Performance of Distributed Control
Scenarios

Next, consider how the proposed cyber-physical coupling rep-
resentation graph can help understand and analyze communi-
cation impact on distributed control performance. Reconsider
Cyber-enabled PFL control, with distributed operations scenar-
ios [40] and investigate how the proposed work can provide an
insight in comparing the performance of the various scenarios.

1) Distributed PFL (DiPFL) Control: The DiPFL relies on
receiving timely measurements from neighboring generators
within a defined control area to compute control decision.
Let the N -machine power system be partitioned into areas Sj

where Sj ⊆ N, j = 1, 2, 3, . . ., and Sj ∩ Sk = ∅. Mathemati-
cally, DiPFL control for rotor speed stability is formulated as
a two-level control for each area [41]. Frequency is controlled
with a feedback linearization, in the first level, against a dynamic
reference frequency ω̂

ûi = −αi(ωi − ω̂) . (28)

A proportional controller is used at the second level to eliminate
static errors due to noise and equipment bias as

˙̂ωi = γi

⎛

⎝ωref − 1
|Sj |

∑

i∈Sj

ωi

⎞

⎠ (29)

where αi ≥ 0 is the speed stability parameter. γi > 0 is the con-
trol update ratio and ωref = 0 is the normalized reference speed.
Equations (28) and (29) define how the underlying consensus
algorithm in DiPFL reaches agreement through agent updates in
defined areas, such that the system is driven to transient stability
with the desired normalized reference frequency ωref .

DiPFL control can be implemented in various scenarios with
different communication topologies and distinct availability of
resources (e.g., ESS) at the generators. In the following, when a
measurement exchange is required between two agents, we re-
late that to a direct communication link between the two agents.9

Three possible scenarios are described below.
1) Scenario A: Where all generators in area Sj apply the

DiPFL control as defined in (28) and (29). Scenario A
requires measurements to be communicated between all
generators of a control area.

2) Scenario B: The generator with the largest inertia in each
area, designated the head generator, which employs the
measurements from all other generators in its area to cal-
culate the control output. This scenario requires measure-
ments to be communicated between the head generator of
an area and the remaining generators in its control area.

3) Scenario C: A hierarchical control scenario where the
head generator in an area applies a centralized PFL con-
trol, while the remaining generators apply DiPFL. Sce-
nario C requires hierarchical communication connectivity
with the communication network as described in Scenario
A, with additional communication links between all the
head generators.

Control areas Sj are identified using a model-based spec-
tral clustering approach, utilizing the admittance matrix of the
power system. Recall that the admittance matric for a lossless
power systems conforms to the structure of a weighted undi-
rected graph Laplacian matrix [42], [43]. This technique iden-
tifies which generators have better a physical-coupling between
themselves than with other generators. This enables distributed
control to consider various information flow designs to improve
the overall performance of the control.

2) Cyber-Physical Coupling and Performance of Distributed
PFL Scenarios: Traditionally, the connectivity of the underly-
ing graph presents a measure of the convergence performance of
consensus-based distributed algorithms. This is directly related
to the second smallest eigenvalue λ2 (algebraic connectivity) of
the graph Laplacian. A higher value of λ2 implies a more con-
nected/coupled graph, hence distributed consensus algorithms
will be able to achieve a faster convergence. Spectral clustering
results enable the power system to be viewed as areas (clus-
ters) with stronger physical-coupling between the nodes inside

9For power transmission systems, it is often the case that a fiber optics
communication link is installed along the TL, hence facilitating an infrastructure
that enables direct communication between agents.
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Fig. 6. Cyber-physical coupling representation graph for New England power system. (a)–(c) Single line diagrams with added communication links
for Scenarios A, B, and C, respectively.

TABLE IV
DIPFL-AVERAGE STABILITY TIME (S)

an area and weaker coupling between the different areas. For
the considered distributed PFL control scenarios, correspond-
ing communication links have been added to the power sys-
tem. The added communication links are mapped as equivalent
impedances/admittances in the cyber-physical coupling graph.
Hence, the distributed control scenarios can now be interpreted
as having the following approaches.

1) Introduce communication links to further enhance inter-
nal coupling (intra-cluster) of subgraphs/clusters; hence,
enabling a faster convergence of each subsystem.

2) Introduce communication links to enhance the connec-
tivity between subgraphs/clusters (inter-cluster) to enable
faster convergence of the overall system.

A single line diagram of the three distributed PFL scenarios
with corresponding communication networks is presented in
Fig. 6. Solid communication lines present intra-cluster links,
while blue dashed lines present inter-cluster links.

3) Numerical Results: Spectral clustering of the New Eng-
land power system, with number of clusters = 4 results in 4
control areas. DiPFL performance is evaluated for the three sce-
narios (A, B, and C). Four cases of disturbances are considered
where the power system is assumed to be running in normal
state from t = 0 to t = 0.5 s. A three-phase fault occurs at
the faulted bus at t = 0.5 s, then the fault is cleared at t =
0.6 s. Finally, the control is activated on corresponding genera-
tors at t = 0.7 s. Table IV enumerates stability results observed
for the three distributed PFL control scenarios in the presence
of different fault cases. The four fault cases are described in
Table II. It is observed that Scenario A performs best in terms
of average time to stabilize the system, followed by Scenario C
while Scenario B performs poorly in comparison.

Fig. 7. Algebraic connectivity of the normalized cyber-physical graph
Laplacian for the three distributed control scenarios versus measure-
ments delay.

Next, the proposed approach is utilized to evaluate the cyber-
physical coupling for the three DiPFL scenarios. This would
require obtaining measurement delays, which can be calculated
from communicated measurements. However, for the purpose
of this study, and due to lack for real system measurements,
the following is estimated to induce variable practical delay
values in measurements. A specific communication technology
that has a defined propagation speed bound (i.e., fiber optics)
is assumed, and the corresponding channel propagation delay
tprop is calculated using (6). Delays corresponding to average
sensory and transmission technology are further added.

Recall that a base MVA of 100 MVA and base voltage
of 100 kV would result in a base impedance of 1002/100 =
100 Ω. Consequently, the per unit per mile impedance is
|z| = 0.8/100 = 0.008. Using above delay values, along with
the New England power system parameters, the corresponding
communication equivalent impedances can be evaluated for the
system at certain time t. The connectivity of the cyber-physical
coupling representation graph is evaluated using the graph al-
gebraic connectivity λ2 corresponding to each scenario.

This analysis is extended to study how variable communi-
cation delay affects the connectivity of the cyber-physical cou-
pling graph. Fig. 7 illustrates the results for the three distributed
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control scenarios. It can be observed that the graph is able to
provide a relative prediction of the performance of the different
distributed PFL scenarios similar to the results obtained by the
power system simulation in Table IV. Scenario A and Scenario C
are outperforming Scenario B within the noted time delay. It
can also be observed that after a certain delay all three scenar-
ios converge to similar connectivity, where the cyber-physical
coupling graph reduces to the physical coupling between the
different agents. Last, it is noted that Scenario B connectivity is
less sensitive to changes in communication delay and that can
be useful in related system setups.

V. CONCLUSION

A cyber-physical coupling representation is presented in this
paper to describe the combined effects of cyber and physical
coupling between power system agents that is amenable to dis-
tributed control. The graph is based on an event-propagation
paradigm that provides insight on mapping communication link
performance measures such as delay to a metric analogous to
an equivalent physical electrical distance (impedance). Numer-
ical results using the New England 39 bus system illustrated
how the proposed approach allows computing characteristic up-
per bounds on communication delay for effective networked
control of the system. The delay bound were used to design
adaptive distributed control. Further, it enabled the understand-
ing and prediction of the performance of different distributed
control scenarios.

Advantages of the proposed event-propagation paradigm and
cyber-physical coupling representation graph are as follows.

1) It treats communication links in terms of delay that is
observable from time-stamped measurements and hence
easily and practically measurable, which allows for dy-
namically evaluating various communication technolo-
gies and topologies.

2) It presents communication impact in a form comprehen-
sible from a power systems perspective.

3) It invests in an understanding of the system component
dynamics and interactions.

4) It establishes a systematically quantifiable equivalence of
communication links that can be investigated using exit-
ing tools such as graph-theory, which were not previously
amenable to application within the same context.

In summary, the presented work illustrated how existing phys-
ical power system characteristics impose limitations on the
extent of improvement offered by communication and cyber-
enabled components. This observation can be used in combina-
tion with the presented work to investigate co-design approaches
for an optimal cyber-physical coupling.
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